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About This Game

Duckie Dash is a casual racing game that can be played solo or with up to 4 players split-screen. Race rubber duckies across 30
different levels with features like jet streams, geysers, and more! Easy enough for small children to play, but timed challenges

make it fun for adults too! The whole family will enjoy Duckie Dash!
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I just had a great dad-daughter time with my 4 year old driving around a yellow duckie. That worth $10? Hell ya.
. Look... it's a game where you're constantly in water,
yet the water itself has just about 0 water
effects (it's like plastic foil with no ripples and splashes from anything you do).
The textures are crude and the physics are wonky. Whatever gameplay is there is
functional, at best, and incredibly basic.
I picked this up as a joke more than anything else,
and the game is far from 'great' (or even 'good').

That said, it's also strangely charming and incredibly relaxing.
I wasn't annoyed whenever the physics flipped out and did something stupid,
because it's all so serene and completely stressfree anyways.

The game is what you see on the store page.
No more, no less - and as lacking as it may be,
it can fill the spot of "office game" very well in
the place of solitaire or minesweeper.

Toddlers may also get a kick out of it.
Kids older than a couple of years will probably find it
too boring though - which ironically suited me just fine.. Beat the game in 54 minutes. It was actually nice for a quick play
through.. I like the duck
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